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Frank Stephenson has spentmore than three decades
at the top of the vehicle design game.RichardWebber
gets his take on current affairs and future possibilities

DIFFERENT
STROKES

ord, BMW,Mini. The top styling jobs
atMaserati, Ferrari, Fiat, Lancia and
AlfaRomeo, then leadingMcLaren’s
design journey froma standing
start to the dawnof an entirely new

product cycle. FrankStephensonhas someCV.
Unfettered by the birth of FrankStephenson

Design in 2018, the 62-year-oldAmerican’s

current projects are intriguingly diverse,
extendingwell beyond the automotiveworld.
Sowewanted to knowwhat views this unique
perspectivewould lend to the armchair designer
topics du jour. Should electric cars lookdifferent
from fossil-burners?What four-wheeled artistry
can I buy on abudget?And, not unimportantly,
are SUVs inherently ugly?◊
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“In the car business, you’re used to designing
not only exterior surfaces but also steering
wheels, instrumentation, buttons, lights, wheels
– everything that needs a look. It prepares you to
go intomany other industries,” says Stephenson.

And that breadth is illustrated by his current
workload, which includes two remote-controlled
cars to race on themoonunder theMoonMark
project, various short-haul electric VTOLaircraft,
blast-absorbing seats, watches, graphics, logos, a
supercomputer, race car liveries and “a chocolate
bar that doesn’t look like a chocolate bar”.

FRANK OF ALL TRADESFRANK OF ALL TRADES

AS THE CONSTRAINTS OF INTERNAL
COMBUSTION ENG INE PACKAG ING FADE ,
HOW MIGHT CAR DES IGN EVOLVE?
“The EV world will change everything we know
about interior packaging. When you start reducing
the powerplants, you’re going to open up a lot of
room inside the vehicle, which should be used
to maximum effect. You have to start radically
changing the architecture. Family vehicles
will have a lot more comfort. Perceived space
is comforting: that’s why people fly first class.

“And that will reflect in the exterior design.
When designing the new Mini in 1995, I did a
sketch that was 10 years ahead of the [2000] car.
I completely changed the architecture with an
electric motor in the front but tried to keep the
Mini look. The length stayed the same but it had
super-short overhangs that really helped with the
interior. That’s how I think cars will become: one-
or one-and-a-half-box designs, rather than two- or
three-box, like a sedan. Wheels will be pushed out
to the corners and you will get a blunter front end.
Then it’s the designer’s job to make it look exciting.

“Aero isn’t a problem: you can make an
aerodynamic brick if you want to. It’s a dark
art. Flushness is important: minimal gaps,
clean surfaces. It’s not so much of a challenge
as when we were doing clays in the 1980s and
1990s and you started getting this ‘bar of soap’
look. It’s about a scientific understanding of
what’s happening under the car. And electric
motors provide enough power to counterbalance
aerodynamic problems. There are a lot of solutions
coming that will shock us. I don’t think we’ve
bottomed out on aerodynamics by a long shot.”

WHY ARE PRODUCTION TESLAS SO
CONSERVATIVELY STYLED, DESPITE
THE IR FOCUS ON TECHNOLOGY?
“Tesla has taken a smart approach. As a customer,
the last thing I would want for a new car company
in that price bracket is to change designs like we
change our shirts. You wouldn’t see a consistency
or a confidence if it changed often. They’re refining

their design language, not
making big changes.

There’s nothing
wrong with the

way a Tesla looks:◊

their design language, not 
making big changes. 

There’s nothing 
wrong with the 

way a Tesla looks: 

2013 McLAREN P1
Aswith theMini,

biomimicrywas a strong
influencewhile Stephenson
designedMcLaren’s hybrid
hypercar, which imitated the
sailfish – reputedly the fastest
animal in the ocean, at 70mph
flat out. Stephenson had one
stuffed for aerodynamic

inspiration.
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1998 SAAB 9-3
“I have a deep love for Saabs, because I grew
up with them in the 1970s. My father was a
Saab dealer and I got used to the styling when
I was very young, so it feels familiar. They did
the two-box hatchback design in a much more
characterful way than other car companies,
because of the negative slope on top of the
C-pillar that had a sort of concave shape.

“They blacked-out the B-pillar so you have
a large expanse of glass on the side, and I like
the front and rear screens; Saab typically used
interesting glass profiles. It has that distinctive
grille, which isn’t the prettiest but looks like
it was designed for performance. And still the
ignition between the driver and passenger,
which is cool. There’s no fuss on it, like the
Swedish mentality of not going over the top.
It’s quirky but serious.”
One we found 2000 9-3 2.0t 3dr,
24,000 miles, £6495

2000 MINI 3DR
Four theoretical iterations,
each spanning a decade of

evolution, led Stephenson from
the original 1959 Mini to the R50

design that eventually made
production. It referenced the
English bulldog through its

stance and underbite.

1998 SAAB 9-3
“I have a deep love for Saabs, because I grew 
up with them in the 1970s. My father was a 
Saab dealer and I got used to the styling when 
I was very young, so it feels familiar. They did 
the two-box hatchback design in a much more 
characterful way than other car companies, 
because of the negative slope on top of the 
C-pillar that had a sort of concave shape.

a large expanse of glass on the side, and I like 
the front and rear screens; Saab typically used 
interesting glass profiles. It has that distinctive 
grille, which isn’t the prettiest but looks like 
it was designed for performance. And still the 
ignition between the driver and passenger, 
which is cool. There’s no fuss on it, like the 
Swedish mentality of not going over the top. 
It’s quirky but serious.”
One we found
24,000 miles, £6495

BARGAIN BEAUTIES

We at Autocar tend to leave aesthetic judgements
to the reader. Eye of the beholder and all that.
But Stephenson says it’s not that simple: “From
an education point of view, designers learn
what good design is and what bad design is,
and if somebody outside of our circle says ‘that
looks great, that’s good design’, then from a
trained point of view we can tell them ‘no, you’re
wrong’. But on the other hand, if someone likes
something or dislikes something, that’s up to
them. Taste is subjective; good design is not.”

EDUCATED OPIN ION

❝
The last thing I would want from
a new car company in that price
bracket is to change designs
like we change our shirts

❞

Cybertruck: “The vehicle design I hatemost today”

We’re in the digital age, but claymodels remain vital
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Δ they’ve prettymuchhit the nail on the head from
the get-go.
“There’s an element of timelessnesswhen you

don’t radically design a car that’smeant for the
masses. If you’re doing ahypercar, you’re doing
haute couture; you’remaking a statement. But the
cleanliness of Tesla design is going to look good
formany years. Youknow it’s a Tesla; it doesn’t
look like anything else. It’s like nice, clean, clear
handwriting: it doesn’t go out of style.
“That’s not to say I like theCybertruck, though:

it’s the one vehicle I hate the design ofmost in the
industry today.”

WHICH PRODUCTION EV DES IGN
MOST IMPRESSES YOU AND WHY?
“I don’t think anyonehas arrived at that look that
really takes advantage of electricmotorisation. But
I like theVolkswagen ID3 as a smaller car:Golf-
like but quieter, smoother – faster,maybe.Design-
wise it doesn’t revmeup, but it iswhatVolkswagen
is. There are quirky elements, but it’s serious,
sterile andGermanic,which is a good thing.
“I really like the profile: one-and-a-half-box.

Its proportions are dynamic, it’s got a little bit of
push to it, it looks fresh. I like the impression that
the glass extends quite far forward. Youdon’t need
such large air intakes on the front. I prefer the front
end as a solidwallwith side intakes for the brakes
andminimally sized other cooling intakes.
“I don’t like blacking-out sill panels, because

that lifts the bottomof the car andmakes it look a
littlemore off-road. Frommyviewpoint, it should
lookplanted. The back is nice and clean, but I don’t
like that the black goes down to the bumper: that
takes a lot of the solidity of the car away.
“I like it because it’s different yet still

Volkswagen-ish. But it’s not amasterpiece of
design inmybook.”

WHY IS IT HARD TO DES IGN
A BEAUTIFUL SUV, AND WHO
DOES THE BEST JOB OF IT?
“Wedon’t tend to like big objects. It’s not that an
SUV is huge, but it’s not cuddly. But there’s no

❝
There are quirky
elements, but it’s
serious, sterile and
Germanic, which
is a good thing

❞

reasonwhy you can’tmake a lithe-looking, agile-
looking SUV.AstonMartin has done a very good
jobwith theDBX. It kind of looks like a sports car.
I feel repulsed by theLamborghiniUrus: it’s over
the top, like aVersace dress, like: ‘Why are you
wearing that!? It’s 9am!’
“I’m curious to see theFerrari Purosangue. The

BentleyBentayga and theRolls-RoyceCullinan
have finesse all over them, but they’re bulky,
almost brutal palaces onwheels. I do like the
RangeRoverVelar, because it’s like a suit that
has beenmassaged to fitwhat’s underneath.
It’s not a box onwheels: it has a lot of form,
complex shapes and surfaces.
“You canworkwith the greenhouse to lighten

up the vehicle, notmake it look like you’ve got the
curtains drawn in your house. SUVs are typically
family vehicles, so openingup the side glass area
is a better approach. It’s not an SUV, butCitroën
did thatwith the [Xsara] Picasso: itwas very
airy inside and theymanaged tomake it look
very cool andunique.
“In terms of electric SUVs, if you’re running four

in-wheelmotors, youdon’t have a transmission
tunnel toworry about, just a battery,which allows
you to increase space and rethink the interior.”L

“From theChris Bangle era of ‘flame surfacing’,
this isn’t a beautiful design but a funky design. It
represented a prettymajor shift. A lot of it isn’t
traditional to how car designerswork: we don’t
like themiddle of the car to sag or hard edges
running into soft edges, but you get all that
here. You could say the design is a little over
the top, because it doesn’t need all the curves

it has, but that’s whatmakes it interesting.
“For simple proportions, this car is really

good. It’s very cab-rearward: you felt important
with that really long bonnet, and the rear is sort
of like aMarcos. They pushed the hips out; it sits
well on itswheels. It’s a tough little guy:more
toned up, without the excess flab theZ3had.”
Onewe found2004Z43.0i, 68kmiles, £6750

2002 BMW Z4 ROADSTER
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1999 BMW X5
Such was the time pressure
from Wolfgang Reitzle to see
how a Land Rover-type BMW
might look that Stephenson
sketched his design for the
original X5 while on a flight.
A full-sized clay model was

ready six weeks later.

2001 RENAULT AVANTIME
“This is a love-it-or-hate-it design,” Stephenson
says. “The designer, Patrick Le Quément, is an
architecture and boating enthusiast, and it shows
in the Avantime. It has flying buttresses, shapes
we hadn’t seen on a car before and a geometric
look that was helped by the two-tone colour.

“Nobody puts an A-pillar ahead of the front
axle, but they did it. Frameless windows were
unusual on a big car but look fantastic when
done right. The rear glass is amazingly curved –
I don’t know how they did it – and the tail-lights
were another madman-or-genius touch. They
look pinched near the top then expand again,
like a venturi effect.

“If I saw one today, I would think it were
from the future. It had me thinking Renault
was going in a new, architectural direction,
but they dropped it like a hot stone.”
One we found 2003 Avantime 3.0 V6 Privilege,
95k miles, auction estimate £3500-£4500

1999 BMW X5

2001 RENAULT AVANTIME
“This is a love-it-or-hate-it design,” Stephenson 
says. “The designer, Patrick Le Quément, is an 
architecture and boating enthusiast, and it shows 
in the Avantime. It has flying buttresses, shapes 
we hadn’t seen on a car before and a geometric 
look that was helped by the two-tone colour.

axle, but they did it. Frameless windows were 
unusual on a big car but look fantastic when 
done right. The rear glass is amazingly curved – 
I don’t know how they did it – and the tail-lights 
were another madman-or-genius touch. They 
look pinched near the top then expand again, 
like a venturi effect.

from the future. It had me thinking Renault 
was going in a new, architectural direction, 
but they dropped it like a hot stone.”
One we found
95k miles, auction estimate £3500-£4500

2003 MASERATI
MC12 STRADALE

Clothing innards sourced from
the Ferrari Enzo, Stephenson

set about designing a GT1 racer
that could feasibly yield a limited
homologation run for the road. Its

intricate aerodynamic strakes
had to be hand-fabricated.

BARGAIN BEAUTIES

The Lamborghini Urus is “repulsively” over the top in Stephenson’s opinion, while Rolls-Royce’s Cullinan has “finesse all over it” but is a “bulky, almost brutal palace onwheels”

Aston did a “very good job” ofmaking DBX look lithe
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